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Abstract

The longitudinal polarization of the L baryon is measured at the LEP eqey collider by DELPHI. It is determined fromb

the charged lepton and neutrino energy spectra in 249"19 L semileptonic decays reconstructed in f3.5 million hadronicb
0 0 q0.32Ž . Ž .Z decays using L -lepton correlations. The measured polarization is: P sy0.49 stat. "0.17 syst. q 2000L y0.30b

Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

A measurement of the L baryon polarization atb

the LEP eqey collider is presented using the
hadronic Z 0 decays collected by DELPHI in the
years 1992–1995. Semileptonic L decays are re-b

constructed inclusively looking for the L0 ln X final
states.

A large longitudinal polarization of the L is ab

direct consequence of the polarization of primary b
quark coming from a Z 0 decay. The polarization of

q y 0fermions produced in the reaction e e ™Z ™ ff is
precisely predicted in the framework of the SM
Ž . q yStandard Model . In the case of unpolarized e e
beams the average longitudinal polarization of a b

w xquark is predicted to be 1,2 :

² :P ,y0.94 1Ž .b

Neither gluon nor photon radiation from the final
state are predicted to degrade this high polarization
significantly. One-loop QCD mass effects reduce it

w xby an amount of 3% only 3,4 . The first possibility
of altering the primary b quark spin state arises

Ž .during and after hadronization.
In the Heavy Quark Effective Theory approxima-
Ž . w xtion HQET 5 the spin degrees of freedom of a

heavy quark are decoupled from a spin-zero light
diquark. Therefore in the heavy quark limit a b
quark hadronizing directly to a L should pass itsb

complete initial polarization to the baryon and then
conserve it throughout the whole L lifetime.b

However, b quark fragmentation into S and S )

b b

states which subsequently decay strongly into a Lb

qp can lead to a substantial depolarization of the
heavy quark if the two S Ž) . states live long enoughb

to form distinct narrow resonances. A detailed dis-
cussion of different scenarios of the indirect

w xhadronization is given in 6,7 . Fig. 1 shows the
prediction for the effective L polarization as ab

function of the fraction of L ’s produced indirectlyb

Fig. 1. Theoretical prediction for the effective L polarization asb

a function of the fraction of L ’s produced indirectly through Sb b
) Ž . )and S states f . The prediction holds only if S and S areb S b bb

distinct and narrow resonances.

) Ž .through S and S states f . The predictionb b S b

takes into account all possible spin alignments of the
light diquark in hadronization into S Ž) .. Twob

boundaries w s0 and w s2r3 correspond to the1 1
Ž .spin alignment suppression strongest depolarization

and isotropic spin distribution respectively. Yet, there
is no strong experimental evidence for the S Ž) .

b

production. However, motivated by the measure-
ments in the strange sector we expect them to be

w x w xproduced copiously 8,9 . The JETSET 10 event
generator default parameters lead to about 30% of
L ’s being produced indirectly in the decays of S Ž) .

b b

baryons. This corresponds to the effective L polar-b

ization in the range y0.67GP Gy0.75.effective

In the Born approximation of the free quark
semileptonic decay b™cq lqn the matrix ele-
ment exhibits a factorisation of the spin direction

w xcomponent 11,12 :

< < 2 < < 2MM ( MM 1qPcosu 2Ž . Ž .unpol
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where P denotes the b polarization and u is the
angle between the neutrino three-momentum and the

< < 2spin quantization axis in the b rest frame. MMunpol

is the decay matrix element of the unpolarized b.
Ž .QCD correction terms violate the factorisation 2

w xonly at the percent level 11–13 . Being very small
compared to the present experimental accuracy they
were considered negligible. It can be also argued that
when going to real heavy baryon decays, the dynam-
ics of the reaction L ™Lqlyn remains identicalb c

w xwith the free quark case discussed above 14 . This
approximation is derived from the leading order of
the HQET and the remaining mass corrections are

w xnegligibly small 15,16 .
The b quarks are produced with polarization op-

Žposite to that of the b quarks b has positive polar-
.ization . However from the CP invariance of the

weak decay L ™Lqlyn the final differential dis-b c

tributions of the charged lepton and neutrino look the
same after the charge conjugation operation. Conse-
quently, both L and L semileptonic decays leadb b

to the same momentum distributions of the decay
products. Hereafter, the antiparticles are always im-
plied.

The paper is organised as follows. The experi-
mental method is explained in Section 2. Section 3
briefly describes the DELPHI spectrometer. Section
4 contains a description of the analysis procedure:

Ž . Ž .the L signal selection Section 4.1 , Section 4.2 ,b
Ž . ŽSection 4.3 , the possible background sources Sec-

.tion 4.4 and the reconstruction of the neutrino en-
ergy which carries most sensitivity to the L polar-b

Ž .ization Section 4.5 . The results of the measurement
and a discussion of the systematic uncertainties are
presented in Section 5. This section also presents the
result of the analogous polarization measurement
performed on B mesons, serving as a consistency
check of the analysis. The conclusions are given in
Section 6.

2. Principles of the measurement

L polarization is studied in its semileptonic de-b

cays with a L0 reconstructed in the final state. These
decays have the following properties: the lepton is
highly energetic and has high transverse momentum

relative to the jet axis and the L0 has a harder
momentum spectrum than the L0 baryons produced
from fragmentation. Moreover, L0 l pairs originating
from a b baryon cascade have a well defined correla-
tion between the lepton charge and the L0 baryonic
number. For brevity it will be called charge correla-
tion. The b baryon signal is uniquely related to

0 y 0 qŽ .L l or L l correlations, hereafter called right-
0 q 0 yŽ . Ž .sign R.S. . L l or L l correlations, hereafter

Ž .called wrong-sign W.S. , have a purely background
origin. As will be shown in Section 4.4, the great
majority of background events have no physically
preferred charge correlation and therefore are equally
distributed among the two classes. Hence, the excess
of right-sign events over wrong-sign ones is at-
tributed to the semileptonic decays of the L baryon.b

Neither the L four-momentum nor the neutrinob

four-momentum can be fully reconstructed in the
experiment. However, L baryons produced at LEPb

are highly boosted in the laboratory frame. In such a
case the forward-backward asymmetry of a decay
product can be directly expressed in terms of a shift
in the average value of its energy. The charged
lepton also carries a residual sensitivity to the Lb

Ž .polarization. It is not explicit in formula 2 but
arises as a reflection of the neutrino dependence
from the four-momentum conservation. It follows
that the average energies of the charged lepton,
² : ² :E , and the neutrino, E , are respectively anti-l n

correlated and correlated with the polarization.
Hence, the quantity defined as:

² :El
ys 3Ž .² :En

is highly sensitive to L polarization and is explic-b
w xitly independent of fragmentation uncertainties 17 .

In reality the observed energy spectra undergo
several deformations because of detector response
and selection cuts. To correct for these effects the
variable y obtained from the data was normalised to
the one extracted from a sample of unpolarized
simulated events. Therefore, the final variable is
defined:

yDATA

R s 4Ž .y MCyPs0
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Plots in Fig. 2 show the actual experimental response
of polarization observables to the L polarizationb

after the entire reconstruction as obtained from the
background-free simulation described in Section 4.

Ž . Ž .Plots a and b were fitted with linear functions, as
expected from the theory. Because of the constraint
Ž Ž . .f 0 s1 there was only one free parameter in each

Ž .fit. The curve in Fig. 2c representing the ratio of a
Ž .and b resulted from a fit to the yry points withPs0

P y x1Ž .the function f x s . This calibration curveP q P x1 2

will be used to extract the polarization of L afterb

determining the value of R from data.y
w xOther polarization observables proposed in 18

Ž ² 2: ² 2: .² :y s E r E and y s E rE were also in-2 l n 3 n l

vestigated. No improvement in the sensitivity to
polarization was observed. None of these discrimi-
nating variables is a priori guaranteed to be well
reproduced in the simulation and hence they can be a
potential source of systematic uncertainty. Only sys-

tematics related to the chosen y variable were stud-
ied in detail. In addition to all systematic uncertain-
ties present already in y, the y variable exhibits2

dependence on the energy spectra widths and y is3

sensitive to event-by-event lepton neutrino correla-
tions.

All proposed approaches require a good knowl-
edge of the escaping neutrino energy E . In the LEPn

environment such a determination is achievable us-
ing the hemisphere missing energy method described
in detail in Section 4.5.

Polarization of the L0 from the cascade although
experimentally accessible does not have a direct
simple connection to the L polarization. Correla-b

tion between the two polarizations depends strongly
on the L decay channel as well as on the possiblec

existence of heavier baryonic resonances in the de-
cay cascade. Therefore, information coming from the
L0 polarization was not used in this measurement.

Fig. 2. Dependence of the polarization observables on the L polarization as reconstructed in the simulation after the whole analysisb
Ž . ² : ² : Ž .procedure. The quantities are normalised to the unpolarized case. a charged lepton energy E r E ; b neutrino energyPs 0l l

² : ² : Ž .E r E ; c y variable yry . The dashed lines are fits to the simulation points as described in the text. The strong dependencePs 0n n Ps0
Ž .on polarization of the neutrino mean energy is a direct consequence of Eq. 2 . The residual sensitivity of the charged lepton comes from the

four-momentum conservation in the lnL system. It is therefore diluted by the three-body decay kinematics.c
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3. The DELPHI spectrometer

A complete description of the DELPHI spectrom-
w xeter and its performance can be found in 19 and

w x20 . In this section only the characteristics most
relevant for this analysis are summarised.

The detector elements used for tracking were the
Ž . Ž .Vertex Detector VD , the Inner Detector ID , the

Ž .Time Projection Chamber TPC and the Outer De-
Ž .tector OD . In this central region, a highly uniform

magnetic field of 1.23 T parallel to the eqey beam
direction was provided by the superconducting
solenoid. Charged particle tracks were reconstructed

y3 Ž .with a precision s rp-2.0=10 p p in GeVrcp

in the polar angle region 258-u-1558. In the
forward region there were two additional tracking

Ž .devices: Forward Chambers A FCA and Forward
Ž .Chambers B FCB . The sensitive area of these drift

chambers covered polar angles 118FuF368 and
1448FuF1698.

Calorimeters detected photons and neutral hadrons
by the total absorption of their energy. Electromag-
netic calorimeters served also as the main devices for

Ž .electron identification see Section 4.1 . The electro-
magnetic calorimetry system of DELPHI was com-
posed of a barrel calorimeter, the HPC, covering the
polar angle region 468-u-1348, and forward
calorimeters, the FEMC, for polar angles 88-u-

358 and 1458-u-1728. The relative precision on
the measured energy E was parametrised as s rEE' Ž .s0.32r E [0.043 E in GeV in the barrel, and

' Ž .s rEs0.12r E [0.03 E in GeV in the forwardE

region. The hadron calorimeter, HCAL, was installed
in the return yoke of the DELPHI solenoid. In the
barrel region, the energy was reconstructed with a

' Ž .precision of s rEs1.12r E [0.21 E in GeV .E

Muon identification was provided by the muon
chambers. In the barrel region they consisted of three
layers covering the polar angle regions 538-u-

88.58 and 91.58-u-1278. The first layer contained
three planes of chambers and was inside the return
yoke of the magnet after 90 cm of iron, while the
other two, with two chamber planes each, were
mounted outside the yoke behind a further 20 cm of
iron. In the endcaps there were two layers of muon
chambers mounted one outside and one just inside
the return yoke of the magnet. Each consisted of two
planes of active chambers covering the polar angle

regions 208-u-428 and 1388-u-1608 where
the charged particle tracking was efficient.

4. Analysis procedure

The analysis was based on 3.5=106 hadronic Z 0

decays collected by the DELPHI detector in the 1992
to 1995 data-taking periods. A large sample of back-
ground-free b™L simulated events was used tob

determine the calibration curve of Fig. 2c and to
evaluate the reference value yMC of the quantity y
Ž Ž . Ž ..see formulae 3 and 4 . From this sample over
2000 candidates for the cascade decay L ™ lnL0 Xb

remain after the whole reconstruction and the com-
plete analysis selection. To cross-check the signal
selection and result extraction, a sample of 5.5=106

0 Ž .simulated hadronic Z events unbiased qq was
used. In both cases events were generated using the

w xJETSET 10 generator with parton shower option
w xand the DELPHI tuning 21 . The L semileptonicb

decays were generated explicitly unpolarized and
< < 2without QCD corrections, i.e. according to: MM s

Ž .Ž .cl bn . The L polarization in the background-freeb

signal sample was then simulated by reweighting
Ž .events according to the approximation of Eq. 2 .

4.1. Lepton identification

Lepton identification in the DELPHI detector was
Žbased on the electromagnetic calorimeters for elec-

. Ž .trons and the muon chambers for muons . There-
fore, the angular coverage of the identification was

Žlimited by the acceptance of the above devices see
.Section 3 . Only particles with momentum larger

than 3 GeVrc were considered as possible lepton
candidates.

The x 2 of the match between the track extrapola-
tion to the muon chambers and the observed hits
gave the probability of the lepton candidate being a
muon. With the selections applied, inside the angular
acceptance of the muon chambers the muon identifi-

Ž .cation efficiency was 95"1 % and the hadron
Ž .misidentification probability 1.5"0.1 %.

The probability of a lepton candidate being an
electron was calculated using a comparison between
its momentum reconstructed in the tracking devices
and the energy of associated electromagnetic shower
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reconstructed in the HPC or FEMC. In the HPC a fit
to the longitudinal profile of the electromagnetic
shower was performed as well. An independent
dErdX measurement in the TPC leads to additional
eyp separation. With the selections applied and
inside the angular acceptance of the HPC and FEMC,
the electron identification efficiency was found to be
Ž .55"1 % and the hadron misidentification probabil-
ity 0.4%.

Lepton candidates selected using the identification
tools described above had to satisfy further quality
requirements: track length ) 30 cm, relative error
on momentum - 25%, impact parameter to the
interaction point - 4 cm in the plane transverse to
the beam and - 10 cm in the beam direction. In
addition, electron candidates were rejected in cases
where they matched the photon conversion hypothe-
sis tagged by a successful vertex fit with an oppo-
sitely charged electron candidate giving an invariant
mass below 20 MeVrc2.

4.2. L0 reconstruction

L0 candidates were reconstructed in the channel
L0
™ppy. The reconstruction of the V 0 vertex and

w xselection cuts are described in detail in Ref. 20 . The
L0
™ ppy reconstruction efficiency depended

strongly on the L0 momentum, and varied between
35% and 10%.

In the analysis presented here only L0 candidates
with p )5 GeVrc were selected. This requirementL

suppresses the large background due to low energy
L0’s from fragmentation. To extract the signal of the
L baryons, L0 candidates with an invariant mass ofb

the ppy system within two standard deviations from
the nominal L0 mass were used. The L0 decay
product with the higher momentum was assumed to
be the proton. Its charge determined the L0 baryon
number.

4.3. L signal selectionb

All events had to satisfy the selection criteria
defining hadronic events from Z 0 decays, requiring a
charged multiplicity greater than four and a total

'energy of charged particles greater than 0.12 s ,

'where s was the centre-of-mass energy and all
particles were assumed to be pions; charged particles
were required to have a momentum greater than 0.4
GeVrc and a polar angle between 208 and 1608. The
overall trigger and selection efficiency was over
95%. The background, mainly from tqty pairs with
a smaller contribution from gg collisions, was below

w x0.7% 20 . Additionally, events were dropped when
Ž .the central tracking detectors in particular TPC and

both electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters were
not fully operational. In total 3,498,225 events were
selected for analysis.

Events were subdivided into two hemispheres by
a plane perpendicular to the thrust axis and contain-
ing the interaction point. Each event was required to
have the thrust axis more than 308 from the beam
directions since for the missing energy measurement
it was essential to have events well contained in the
detector fiducial volume where the reconstruction
efficiency is high and well controlled. In order to
suppress events with hard gluon radiation the calcu-
lated thrust value was required to exceed 0.75. The
total visible energy in an event had to be between 30
GeV and 130 GeV.

Events with the combination of a charged lepton
and a L0 in the same hemisphere were searched for.
The initial sample of L0 l pairs still contained a large
fraction of background events mainly due to L0

baryons from fragmentation and from non-b events.
To reduce this background the following kinematic
selections were applied:
Ø The transverse momentum of the lepton to the

nearest particle jet, p , was required to be greaterT

than 0.8 GeVrc. The LUCLUS jet finding algo-
w xrithm 10 was used with d s2.5 GeV andjoin

excluding the lepton from the jet.
Ø The invariant mass of the L and the lepton had to

lie in the range 2.1 to 4.5 GeVrc2.
Ø The momentum of the Ll system had to exceed

11.0 GeVrc.
Ø The angle between the lepton momentum direc-

tion and the L momentum direction could not be
larger than 908.

Ø The angle between the momentum of the Ll
system and the thrust direction was required to be
smaller than 458.

The first selection enriches the sample in leptons
from semileptonic b decays. The next two cuts
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suppress contribution from L semileptonic decaysc

and accidental combinations. The last two selections
are fairly loose and mainly guard against accidental
combinations where either the lepton or the L0

belongs to a distinct hard gluon jet.
An algorithm to tag b quark decays was also

applied. This is based on the long b hadron lifetimes
and uses the large track impact parameters of the

w xdecay products 20 . The output from the b tagging
algorithm is expressed in terms of the probability
that all charged particle tracks originate from a com-
mon primary vertex. b events have their probabilities
strongly peaked at zero while light quark ones have
probabilities uniformly distributed from zero to one.
The cut P -0.05 was applied to the selectedbyTAG

event sample. This cut suppresses f50% of the
background but only about 15% of the signal which
corresponds to a drop of the background fraction
from 56% to 41%. Most of the remaining back-
ground comes from B events.

The overall efficiency to reconstruct the decay
0 y 0 0ŽL ™ l n L X where all decay modes for the Lb l

.were assumed was found to be 0.030 "0.001 in the
simulation. However, the actual knowledge of this
efficiency is not needed for the polarization measure-
ment. Only the signal purity was used and was
measured using the data, as will be shown later.

The reconstructed L0 mass distributions for
right-sign and wrong-sign L0 l charge correlations
observed in the data after the b-tagging cut are
shown in Fig. 3. The excess of right-sign correla-
tions over wrong-sign ones in the L0 mass peak
amounts to 249 "19 L candidates. The width ofb

the L0 mass acceptance window depends on the
Ž y.pp momentum and grows linearly from "9

2 Ž . 2 ŽMeVrc at 5 GeVrc to "38 MeVrc at 30
.GeVrc .

4.4. Background estimation and subtraction

To extract the average charged lepton and neu-
trino energies for the L signal, both the backgroundb

fraction and the corresponding charged lepton and
neutrino average energies in the right-sign sample
background have to be known. In the following it
will be shown that the background contained in the
right-sign sample is to a good approximation mim-
icked by the wrong-sign sample. The study uses the

Ž . 0Fig. 3. pp mass distributions for L candidates correlated with
an identified high p lepton in 1992–1995 data after the b-taggingT

selection described in the text. The excess of right-sign over
wrong-sign events is attributed to the b baryon signal. The curves
are the result of the double-Gaussian fits.

simulated hadronic Z 0 events described in Section 4
on which the complete L signal selection wasb

performed. The composition of the right-sign and
the wrong-sign samples after normalizing to the
luminosity of the real data is summarised in Table 1.
The table also gives the total number of events in the
two sign combinations reconstructed in the data. The
L production rate is overestimated in the Monteb

Carlo. However, the amount of background is com-
patible in the two samples.

All events in which the true lepton from the Lb

decay was reconstructed and identified were consid-
ered as the L ™ ln X signal. The great majority ofb

these events contributed to the right-sign correla-
tions. Candidates with opposite correlations origi-
nated from either fragmentation or fake L0’s.

All b-baryon hadronic decays where the lepton
candidate was either misidentified or did not come
from the b semileptonic decay were classified as
b-baryon background. In this category the great ma-
jority of events contained a true L0 from the baryon
cascade. Here there are two physical sources of
definite sign combinations. The first one, b-baryon
™c-baryon™ lqn L0 X where the lepton from thel

semileptonic c decay has been selected, is a source
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Table 1
Composition of the right-sign and wrong-sign event samples from
simulation after applying all selection criteria and normalizing to
the luminosity of the real data. The total numbers in the real data
are also shown.

Event category Right-Sign Wrong-Sign

L ™ ln X signal 421.9"16.4 25.5"4.0b

b-baryon background 19.7"3.5 17.8"3.4
B mesons 134.0"9.2 122.8"8.8
c-jets 13.4"2.9 24"3.9
u,d,s or g 24.8"4.0 14.6"3.1
total background 192.2"11.1 179.5"10.7
total events in 1992–1995 data 422"21 173"13

of wrong-sign combinations. It is highly suppressed
by requiring a high lepton p and the mass of theT

L0 l system to exceed 2.1 GeVrc2; its contribution
to the total background is smaller than 2% . The

0second one, b-baryon™tn L X where t™n ln ,t t l
Žis a source of right-sign combinations. The BR b™

y y.t ™ l has been experimentally estimated to be
Ž . w x0.7"0.2 % 22 and is not negligible. Some attenu-
ation of this signal is obtained by requiring a high

Ž .momentum lepton )3.0 GeV since the lepton
from the t cascade is less energetic. From the Monte
Carlo estimation the t background gives a small

Ž .contribution about 3% , but since it is characterised
Ž .by exceptionally high missing energy low y values

it can lead to a perceptible systematic shift. The high
missing energy comes from the fact that there are
three escaping neutrinos in the process.

Table 1 shows that the majority of the background
comes from B mesons. Most of it is from accidental
combinations which are not biased towards either
sign combination. However, in the meson sample
there are possible sources of biases between right-
sign and wrong-sign samples. From a more exten-

w xsive study using the JETSET 10 Monte Carlo event
generator we find a systematic tendency towards
10% excess in the right-sign sample. Due to baryon
number conservation, baryons are always produced
in pairs in the fragmentation. The string fragmenta-
tion model used in the simulation has the effect that
the more energetic baryon from fragmentation most
likely contains the anti-partner of the light quark
building the B meson. Therefore, requiring the L0

momentum to be greater than 5.0 GeVrc favours

X XXŽ . Ž .pairs of the type: Bsbq q qq q sbaryon which
contribute to the right-sign sample. The level of
induced asymmetry depends on the details of the
fragmentation and will be considered as a source of
systematic uncertainty. Semileptonic B decays, such

Ž .as B™L Nln X where N is an antibaryon couldc

also give rise to an excess of right-sign combina-
tions. The actual branching fraction for such pro-
cesses is yet not measured but from the available
limits the contribution of this background has been

w xestimated to be negligible 23 .
Background originating from c quark jets apart

from accidental combinations contains L0 lq pairs
from the process c-baryon™ lqL0 X which con-
tribute to the wrong-sign sample. Their contribution
is highly suppressed by cuts on the lepton p andT

mass of L0 l system and by the b-tagging. The
contribution from this background is smaller than
2%.

Finally, the last class contains L0 l pairs recon-
structed in the u, d, s or gluon jets. These combina-
tions are purely accidental and hence are symmetri-
cal in the sign combination.

Average energies of the charged lepton and the
neutrino as well as the resulting y values in right-
sign and wrong-sign background samples from simu-
lation and in the wrong-sign data sample are given in
Table 2. The values are in good agreement but
possible biases arising from the particular physics
processes discussed above will contribute to the sys-
tematic error.

Since the right-sign background behaviour is well
reproduced by the wrong-sign sample it is possible
to extract the average charged lepton energy and the
average neutrino energy originating from the Lb

Table 2
Average reconstructed charged lepton and neutrino energies and
their ratio y in right-sign and wrong-sign simulation background
and wrong-sign real data.

MC background MC background 1992–1995 data
Ž . Ž . Ž .Right-Sign GeV Wrong-Sign GeV Wrong-Sign GeV

² :E 9.71"0.31 9.51"0.32 10.20"0.41l
² :E 5.08"0.38 5.23"0.39 5.61"0.50n

q0.17 q0.15 q0.19y 1.91 1.82 1.82y0 .14 y0.14 y0.17
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semileptonic decay using the following background
subtraction:

1
R .S. W .S.² : ² : ² :E s E y f EŽ .l ,n l ,n bck l ,n1y f bck

N W .S.

and f s 5Ž .bck R .S.N

² R.S.: ² W.S.:where E and E are the average chargedl,n l,n

lepton or neutrino energies measured in the right-sign
and in the wrong-sign samples respectively. N R.S.

and N W.S. are the number of selected events found
in the right-sign and wrong-sign samples.

4.5. Neutrino energy reconstruction

Ž .The neutrino energy E is not directly measur-n

able in the experiment. It was approximated by the
Ž .missing energy E in the hemisphere containingmiss

0 Ž .the L l system L hemisphere :b

E fE sE yEn miss TOT vis

2 2L oppobM y MŽ . Ž .
1'E s s q 6Ž .TOT 2 '2 s

where E is the sum of all charged particle energiesvis

and neutral calorimeter energy deposits in the Lb

hemisphere. E is the total energy available in theTOT

L hemisphere. The lower equation results directlyb

from four-momentum conservation applied to the
entire event. M Lb and M oppo are the L hemisphereb

invariant mass and the opposite hemisphere invariant
'mass respectively. s denotes the total energy in the

center-of-mass of the colliding eqey. Individual en-
ergy deposits in both electromagnetic calorimeters
Ž . Ž .HPC or FEMC and hadronic calorimeters HCAL
are clustered according to the spatial resolution of
the given calorimeter to form bigger deposits which
are likely to come from single particle showers. Then
a matching between reconstructed charged particle
tracks and the calorimeter showers is performed. The
deposits not associated to any charged particle track
are assumed to originate from a neutral particle
cascade. Together with all reconstructed charged par-
ticle tracks they contribute to the total visible energy
E and to the computation of the hemisphere massesvis

i Ž .M i: L ,oppo . For the reconstruction of hemi-vis b

s'i isphere masses the formula M sM wasvis
2 Evis

found to be the best approximation. The correction
accounts for both detector effects and for the missing
neutrino.

The resolution of the neutrino energy reconstruc-
Ž rec gen.tion E yE obtained from the simulation isn n

shown in Fig. 4. The two distributions correspond to
contributions from purely hadronic L decays andc

semileptonic L decays. In the latter case there is anc

additional neutrino from the L decay escaping fromc

the apparatus. The distributions for the hadronic Lc

decays and semileptonic L decays were fitted withc

Gaussian functions yielding widths of 4.2 GeV and
4.5 GeV, respectively. Moreover, the E residualsn

for hadronic L decays are centered on zero whilec

the semileptonic L decay subsample shows a largec

offset of f3.5 GeV equal to the average energy of
the neutrino from the L decay. The analysis pre-c

sented here did not distinguish between hadronic and
semileptonic L decays in the real data. The twoc

contributions were considered together and the
Ž 0 .BR L ™ lnL Xc found in the simulation was assumed.

0Ž .BR L ™ L Xc

The uncertainty on this ratio was taken into account
in the systematic error. The possibility of tagging
double semileptonic decays by looking for another

Ž .lepton of the opposite sign in the L hemisphereb

Fig. 4. E resolution obtained from the simulation of L ™ lnL0 Xn b

events. Points show the contribution from hadronic L decays andc

triangles the contribution from semileptonic L decays. Thec

curves result from the Gaussian fits.
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was investigated. It was found, however, to be inef-
fective due to the low average energy of the charged
lepton from L decay. The decays giving mostc

distortion of the missing energy spectrum have large
neutrino energies and low lepton momenta where
DELPHI has poor identification ability.

The stability of neutrino energy reconstruction
versus L polarization was checked in the simula-b

tion as well. No systematic dependence was ob-
served.

The datarsimulation agreement on the missing
energy was checked using different event samples
within the hadronic event selection described at the
beginning of Section 4.3.

The total visible event energy comparison exhibits
very good agreement between data and simulation.
The average values agree to a few parts in a thou-
sand. Such a comparison, however, is inclusive and
moreover cannot reveal possible distortions from the
hemisphere separation. Therefore, a final cross-check

Ž . Ž .Fig. 5. Comparison of different reconstructed energy spectra in the data points with error bars and in the simulation shaded histogram .
Ž . Ž .The global event selections were applied see Section 4.3 . All histograms are normalized to the unit area. a momentum spectrum of

Ž . Ž .identified muons with p)3.0 GeVrc and p )1.0 GeVrc in b-tagged events P -0.01 ; b momentum spectrum of identifiedT b t a g
Ž . Ž . Želectrons with p)3.0 GeVrc and p )1.0 GeVrc in b-tagged events P -0.01 ; c missing energy in the muon hemisphere sameT b t a g

. Ž . Ž . Ž .sample as a ; d missing energy in the electron hemisphere same sample as b ; e visible energy in the hemisphere opposite to the muon
Ž . Ž .same sample as a but excluding events with an identified lepton with p)3.0 GeVrc in this hemisphere; f visible energy in the

Ž .hemisphere opposite to the electron same sample as b but excluding events with an identified lepton with p)3.0 GeVrc in this
hemisphere.
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Table 3
Hemisphere energy in GeV reconstructed in the inclusive semilep-

0 ² :oppotonic events without requiring a L . For calculation of E
the opposite hemispheres containing identified leptons with p)

3.0 GeVrc have been excluded.

² : Ž .E GeV data simulation

muons, P -0.01b - TAG

p)3.0 GeVrc, p )1.0 GeVrcT
² :E 10.30"0.07 10.38"0.07m

² :E 8.89"0.11 8.90"0.11miss

² : ² :ys E r E 1.159"0.018 1.166"0.018m miss
oppo² :E 41.39"0.12 41.03"0.12

electrons, P -0.01b - TAG

p)3.0 GeVrc, p )1.0 GeVrcT
² :E 10.14"0.07 10.07"0.07e

² :E 8.45"0.11 8.36"0.11miss

² : ² :ys E r E 1.200"0.018 1.205"0.018e miss
oppo² :E 41.77"0.13 41.64"0.13

was done on an inclusive sample of b-hadron
semileptonic decays.

The sample was selected requiring an identified
Ž .energetic lepton p)3.0 GeVrc with a high pT

Ž .p )1.0 GeV contained in a b-tagged eventT
ŽP -0.01 corresponding to b purity of fb - TAG

.85% . Since 90% of b’s hadronize into mesons the
inclusive sample should not retain any detectable
polarization. The plots shown in Fig. 5a–d show the
comparison of the charged lepton and of the hemi-
sphere missing energy, E , spectra reconstructedmiss

in data and in the simulation. Plots in the left column
correspond to the muon subsample and in the right
column to the electron subsample. Both charged
lepton spectra and the E spectra show goodmiss

agreement between data and simulation. In addition,
plots 5e and 5f show spectra of visible energy in the

hemisphere opposite to the reconstructed lepton when
this hemisphere did not have any identified leptons
with p)3.0 GeVrc. The detailed numerical results
of the whole cross-check are summarised in Table 3.
The table contains four quantities extracted for each
sample:

Ž1. the average energy of the charged lepton m or
.e ;

2. the average missing energy in the lepton hemi-
sphere obtained using the same algorithm as for
the E reconstruction;n

3. the ratio of the above two mean values which is
the observable directly sensitive to polarization;

4. the average energy of the opposite hemisphere;
events that have identified leptons with p)3.0
GeVrc in the opposite hemisphere are excluded.
Datarsimulation discrepancies in both lepton and

neutrino mean energies and in the resulting y value
are within one standard deviation of their statistical
uncertainty. Therefore, taking a conservative value
of 2s it can be assumed that the systematic error on
² :E does not exceed 220 MeV.n

5. The results

The results obtained for the background-free ref-
erence L simulation, the simulated unbiased qqb

events and the data are summarised in Table 4. The
R and polarization P for the background-free Ly b

simulation sample are by definition equal to one and
zero respectively. The whole analysis applied to the
simulation of the unbiased qq events gives a result
which is compatible with zero and within their errors
the observables are in good agreement with the ones

Table 4
Analysis results obtained for the reference L simulation, the simulated unbiased qq events and the data. The quoted errors are statisticalb

only.

sample background-free L simulation qq MC 1992–1995 1992–1995 datab

a of L candidates 2061"12 643"25 249"19b

f 0.032"0.004 0.33"0.02 0.41"0.04bck
² : Ž .E GeV 11.75"0.12 11.83"0.30 11.21"0.53l
² : Ž .E GeV 7.46"0.15 7.34"0.37 5.86"0.65n

q0.26y 1.58"0.04 1.61"0.10 1.91y0 .22
q0.16R 1.0 1.02"0.06 1.21y y0.14

q0.16 q0.32P 0.0 y0.05 y0.49y0 .15 y0.30
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Fig. 6. Lepton reconstructed energy spectra for the final L0 l
Ž . Ž .sample found in data. Plots a and c show the charged lepton

Ž . Ž .energy while plots b and d give corresponding distributions for
the neutrino. The upper plots show distributions for right-sign
Ž . Ž . 0blank histogram and wrong-sign hatched histogram L l pairs.
The lower plots show the corresponding background subtracted

Ž .spectra for the L signal right-sign y wrong-sign .b

obtained from the background-free reference simula-
tion. This result additionally confirms the validity of
assumptions about the background behaviour and its
subtraction done in Section 4.4. The last column of
Table 4 gives relevant results extracted from the
data. Fig. 6 shows the charged lepton and neutrino
energy spectra for both right-sign and wrong-sign
samples and for the L signal obtained from theb

² :subtraction. The statistical error on E is not muchn

² :worse than on E because, although the resolutionl

on an individual measurement of E is poorer, then

errors on the averages are dominated by the width of
the distributions. The result reads:

ydata
q0.16R s s1.21 stat. . 7Ž . Ž .y y0.14MCy

The polarization is extracted from this value of
R using the calibration curve from Fig. 2c. Sincey

the correlation between R and P is not linear they Lb

error on the latter becomes asymmetric. The Lb

polarization is found to be:

P sy0.49q0 .32 stat. . 8Ž . Ž .L y0.30b

The systematic error estimation is described in the
following section.

5.1. Systematic uncertainties

The individual contributions to the total system-
atic uncertainty, summarised in Table 5, are dis-
cussed below.

As mentioned in Section 4.5, there is a large
offset in the reconstructed neutrino energy when the
L decays semileptonically. Therefore, the resultc

obviously depends on the semileptonic branching
Ž 0 .BR L ™lnL Xcfraction of L , R s . Most of thec sl

0Ž .BR L ™L Xc

uncertainty on this number is due to the poorly
Ž 0 .measured BR L ™L X which is estimated to bec

Ž . w x35"11 % 24 . Taking the PDG value for the
Ž 0 . Ž q5 .BR L ™ lnL X leads to R s 9 %. Assumingc sl y4

that the process L ™ lnL0 X dominates the Lc c
Žsemileptonic decays and the CLEO result for BR Lc

q . Ž . w x™e X s 3.4"0.4 % 25 , an estimate of the up-
Ž q8 .per limit on R F 19 % is obtained. To accountsl y5

for this large uncertainty R was allowed to vary bysl

"8% around the 14% assumed in the simulation.
This variation corresponds to a systematic uncer-
tainty on the measured missing energy of "280
MeV leading to an error on R of q0.060.y y0.055

The L polarization affects the average missingc

energy measurement in L semileptonic decays be-c

cause the average energy of the neutrino escaping
from L depends on the polarization. Fortunately thec

w xdependence is not so strong in this process 11 .
Therefore, the expected variation of the average
reconstructed neutrino energy for unit change in Lc

polarization does not exceed 50 MeV corresponding
Ž .to s R s"0.010.y

Table 5
Systematic error contributions.

Ž .source s R y

q 0 q0.060Ž .BR L ™ lnL Xc y0.055

L polarization "0.010c
q0.047neutrino energy y0 .044

background bias "0.017
L ™tn X and t™n ln q0.014b t t l

L fragmentation function y0.018b
q0.020MC reference y0 .029

theory "0.005
q0 .082Total y0 .080
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Fig. 7. Dependence of the reconstructed y on the L fragmenta-b

tion function in the background-free simulation. The plot shows
corresponding reconstructed y values as a function of mean

² :x s E rE . The dashed line represents the best linear fitL beamb

to the points.

As discussed in Section 4.5, a systematic discrep-
ancy between data and simulation in the hemisphere
energy estimation cannot fake the neutrino energy
measurement by more than 220 MeV yielding
Ž . q0.047s R s .y y0.044

Residual differences between the wrong-sign
sample and the right-sign background can lead to a
shift in the measured L polarization. The shiftb

comes both from a different effective y recon-
structed in the two samples and their unequal popula-
tion faking the apparent f . Possible sources ofbck

such biases were discussed in Section 4.4. To extract
the induced final systematic error they were added
incoherently. The summed error on R does noty

exceed 0.017.
The contribution from L ™tn X with the sub-b t

sequent decay t™n ln gives rise to the extrat l

right-sign L0 l correlations. This background source
might lead to an error on the observed R of q0.014.y

In principle the measurement should not be sensi-
tive to the L fragmentation function. However,b

selection cuts, efficiency functions, etc. could intro-
duce a certain limited dependence. The value of
² :E observed in data is almost 2s lower thanl

expected under the assumption that the L fragmen-b

tation function is identical in data and in the simula-

tion. The possible influence of the fragmentation on
the polarization measurement was studied using the
background-free L simulated events. In the subse-b

quent event samples the generated L spectrum wasb

varied in order to reproduce a large range of mean
L energy. The linear fit to the y behaviour pre-b

sented in Fig. 7 shows a very limited dependence of
the reconstructed y on the L average energy. Ab

variation of the mean L energy by as much asb
Ž .y25% from 34.0 GeV to 25.5 GeV corresponds to

an error on the reconstructed R of y0.018.y

Limited statistics of the simulated L calibrationb

sample led to an uncertainty on R ofq0.020 .y y0.029

The theoretical error arises mainly from the uncer-
tainty on the value of m rm and is small. Thisc b

uncertainty enters the analysis implicitly via the pa-
rameters of the Monte Carlo event generator. The
value m rm s0.27 was used. Variation in the largec b

range between 0.20 and 0.36 corresponds to a sys-
w xtematic error on R smaller than 0.005 26 . Asy

mentioned already in the introduction, both QCD
perturbative and non-perturbative corrections were
neglected being tiny relative to other sources of
systematic uncertainties.

All systematic error contributions were added in
Ž . q0.082quadrature resulting in s R s correspondingy y0.080

to the total uncertainty on P of "0.17.Lb

5.2. Consistency check using B mesons

B0 mesons being scalar objects do not carry any
polarization. The polarization measured on the B0

sample should be consistent with zero. Therefore, an
independent measurement of the B meson polariza-
tion can serve as a test of the consistency of the
analysis.

Events of B0 semileptonic decays via the process
0 )y q w x )B ™D l n were selected 26 . The D mesonsl

)y 0 ywere reconstructed in the channel D ™D psoft

Table 6
0 )y qPolarization observables for the B ™D l n decay measured in data and in the simulation of bb events.l

0 ² : Ž . ² : Ž .sample a of B candidates f E GeV E GeV ybck l n

MC bb 2371"17 0.056"0.005 10.75"0.12 6.99"0.14 1.54"0.04
q0 .11data 386"9 0.090"0.015 10.61"0.30 6.73"0.37 1.58y0 .10
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0 q y )where D ™K p . Next, the D candidates were
correlated with high p leptons found in the sameT

hemisphere. The lepton selection was the same as the
one described in Section 4.1. A sample of 386"9
B0
™D)ylqn signal candidates was collected.l

The whole procedure to extract the polarization
was identical with that used in the L analysis. Theb

relevant polarization observables obtained from the
data and the reference simulation are summarised in
Table 6. These yield the polarization:

q0 .08P sy0.08"0.20 stat. MC ref. , 9Ž . Ž . Ž .y0 .07B

where the second error is the systematic uncertainty
coming only from the limited statistics of the Monte
Carlo reference sample. The result is compatible
with zero polarization in the B meson sector. Al-
though the statistical significance of this result is
limited it excludes the existence of a severe system-
atic discrepancy between data and MC in the missing
energy estimation and proves the general correctness
of the experimental procedure.

6. Conclusions

The L polarization has been measured usingb

semileptonic decays selected from f 3.5 = 106

hadronic Z 0 decays collected with the DELPHI de-
tector between 1992 and 1995.

The L event selection is based on charge corre-b

lations in pairs of high p leptons and L0 baryonsT

found in the same event hemisphere. The final sam-
ple contains 249"19 L candidates observed as anb

excess of right-sign over wrong-sign Ll pairs.
The polarization is determined from the ratio of

the average energies of charged leptons and neutri-
nos from L decays which is an experimental ob-b

servable both highly sensitive to polarization and
practically free from theoretical uncertainties.

The measured value of L polarization is:b

P sy0.49q0 .32 stat. "0.17 syst.Ž . Ž .L y0.30b

The result is in good agreement with those ob-
w x Ž q 0.24tained by ALEPH 27 , P s y0.23 -L y 0.20b

Ž .q 0.08 Ž .. w x Žstat. syst. and OPAL 28 P sy 0.07 L b
q0.20Ž . Ž ..y0.56 stat. "0.09 syst. . Bearing in mind they0.13

SM prediction for b polarization of y0.94, within

w x Ž .the model 6 see Section 1 all three results favour
the scenario where a substantial fraction of L ’s areb

produced in the decays of S and S ) states whichb b

live long enough to allow for a spin flip.
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